
Help us complete I Am Maggie! 
Fill in this form and expand our word bank for this work.All information will be used anoymously. Email 
adddress and names are optional. 

Email

example@example.com

Name

First Name Last Name

Name a part of a clothing item

Pick a limb and or appendage of your body

Name two verbs you would do when dishes are about to break

Name a weapon

What is the sound the weapon makes? Please spell it. 

What is the 1st phrase you say to yourself when you look good in the mirror?

What are your three favourite body parts? 

What is one part on your face you wish you could change? 
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name two physical features of a cute puppy

Name any shape 

Three negative traits your ex-partner would say about you

A type of aisle in a supermarket (i.e. The dairy aisle) 

A measurement in centimeters

Name all of the bones you have broken

Your favourite childhood sport 

Name two adjectives to describe your energy as a child

Female Name

Name two of your childhood imaginary friends

Make up a name for a superhero
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Tell us about your favourite meal from your ancestors and how they would make it? What stories 
do you remember? 

Name two adverbs

What is the fastest speed you have ever driven? 

If you knew your grandparents, what were some of their favourite hobbies? 

Overseas place you would like to travel to

Name a type of nut

Pick a number 1-10

Pick another number 1-10

Name two professions

Pick a number 1-60

Name a mode of transportation
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Sing any rhythm for five seconds and then try to spell it below. Use a dash (-) to imply pauses. 

Name a skill you wish you learnt from your grandparents

Name a type of art you did as a 8 year old

What would you do after school but before dinner in Year 3 of primary school? 

What would you scream if you saw a ghost?

Name two types of protein 

Name two flavours. 

A command you tell someone who is trying to control you

Name a type of luxurious non-alcoholic drink 
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Plural animal

How would you in 5 words or less stand up to authority? 

A feature in nature

Name a move in gymanstics

Your favourite tv show at 8 years old

Pick a number 1-10

Verb ending in -ing

Name your favourite flower

A feature you would see only in nature

If you could say anything to your father with no repercussions, what would you say? 

Pick a suit of cards
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What would you be doing if Covid-19 didn't happen 

Name a reason you would break up with someone over

Name of your cousin

Name your least favourite smell 

Your star sign

Your favourite fruit

Name two organs
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